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1. STM-BJ experiments
As mentioned in the main text, the displacement of the STM tip in relation to the substrate gives
rise to quasi-exponentially decaying traces without molecules, and current plateaus or steps in
the current-distance traces when a molecular junction forms (Fig. S1). Histograms from STM-BJ
measurements on the cysteamine SAM by itself (no DNA) showed a double conductance peak at
-0.10 V bias, which was also seen for ethanedithiol (similar structure, with a second thiol
replacing the amine group). The origin of multiple conductance peaks for thiol-terminated
alkanes is likely due to the different available contact geometries between the anchoring groups
of the molecules and the gold atoms of the electrodes, and it is an inherent feature in the
formation of single-molecule junctions.1 The peaks were not observed in the measurement
window at -0.50 V bias, which we selected as the fixed bias for subsequent conductance
measurements (Fig. S2).

Figure S1. Measuring single-molecule conductance with STM-BJ technique. Schematic
showing the process of forming molecular-junctions (top), and the corresponding current
plateaus or steps in the current-distance traces observed when a molecular junction is formed
(bottom).
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Figure S2. Cysteamine and ethanedithiol conductance histograms. (A) Conductance
histograms from STM-BJ measurements of ethanedithiol (dotted line) and cysteamine (solid
line) at -0.10 V bias, comprised of 1526 and 1439 individual current-distance curves,
respectively (2509 and 4784 individual current-distance curves prior to filtering, respectively).
Structures of both molecules are shown. (B) Conductance histogram from STM-BJ
measurements of ethanedithiol (dotted line) and cysteamine (solid line) at -0.50 V bias,
comprised of 2422 and 3034 individual current-distance curves, respectively.
2. Data processing and constructing conductance histograms
Sets of current-distance traces used to construct histograms shown in this report have been
filtered to remove current-distance traces where a break junction was not formed (leading to
noise in the histograms). A MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc. MA, USA) program was written to
perform this task. The program iterated through each current-distance curve and determined if a
current plateau (signifying a molecular break junction) was formed. If there were no break
junctions formed, then that particular current-distance curve was removed and did not contribute
to the overall histogram. Note that this filtering procedure was not used for histograms where no
features (or peaks) were observed, as the majority of current-distance trances would be removed
(i.e., Fig. S2B for cysteamine and ethanedithiol). To construct signature histograms (from
hundreds of spectra), a bin size of 0.02 nA was used. For the current range of 0-10 nA, this
corresponds to 500 bins in each histogram. Additionally, the conductance histograms shown in
the report are 16-point average smoothed.
3. Characterizing DNA adsorption on cysteamine
AFM studies were used to analyze DNA adsorption characteristics. DNA was adsorbed at
varying concentrations onto a cysteamine monolayer on gold. The density of DNA molecules on
the surface was estimated via AFM imaging and semi-automated image analysis. First, a number
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of representative AFM images were collected on different areas of each sample. Next the images
were leveled by mean plane subtraction and flattened line-by-line using Gwyddion image
analysis software (http://gwyddion.net/). Then a mask was generated to separate all features over
a minimum height threshold after removing single-pixel noise with a median filter. Some minor
editing of the mask by hand was sometimes required to omit horizontal imaging ‘scars’ or
separate closely-spaced but clearly distinguishable features. Then, the maximum height of each
individual molecular feature was measured relative to the immediately surrounding local
background height using a custom MATLAB script. Finally, features with a maximum height
within the range of 0.3−2.0 nm were counted as individual DNA molecules. The mean surfacedensity was determined by averaging the number of molecules per area in a number of images
corresponding to different areas of the surface. As mentioned in the main text, we found that the
DNA surface density increased with increasing DNA concentration up to ~5 nM, at which point
it appeared to saturate around 2000 molecules-µm−2 (Fig. S3). Adsorption is likely limited by
inefficient packing of the DNA due to mutual electrostatic repulsion by the negatively-charged
molecules. In order to increase the coverage, we extended the adsorption time to overnight,
allowing the DNA in solution to bind well and the solvent to evaporate (which increases the
DNA concentration as the solution dries) before rinsing off excess unbound DNA.

Figure S3. DNA surface adsorption on the cysteamine SAM
4. Single gold atom junctions and measuring IRF
In attempting to quantify molecular smear, it is important that we first characterized the
instrument response function (IRF) of our STM-BJ system by collecting measurements on the
bare Au(111) substrate. For creating the gold point contact (single gold atom junction) using
STM-BJ, a sharp gold tip is driven into contact with a gold surface. After indentation, the tip is
retracted and a connective neck with one or multiple atoms bridging between the tip and the
surface is formed (Fig. S1). The single atom junction is broken eventually as the tip is retracted
farther. As with molecules, the displacement of the two electrodes (the STM tip and the
substrate) without formation of junctions gives rise to quasi-exponentially decaying traces. When
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any junction forms, the current remains approximately constant as the electrode-electrode
distance increases so that a current plateau, or step, appears in the traces. The current drops
exponentially with distance when the junction breaks. The histogram generated from these gold
metal-metal junctions contains a peak that can be ascribed to charge transport and conductance
of a one-atom contact (Fig. S4). In this case, the gold atoms are treated as “hard spheres” and we
can characterize the IRF to measure a baseline “zero smear” quality factor or percentage variance
in conduction (∆𝐺0,𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀 /𝐺0 , where 𝛥𝐺0,𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀 is the full width at half-maximum, FWHM, for
the quantum conductance peak in the gold histogram, and 𝐺0 is the quantum conductance 2e2/h =
7.75*10-5 S) in such molecular measurements. A Gaussian was fit to the histogram made from
filtered spectra so that the IRF was comparable to filtered molecular measurements.

Figure S4. Gold atom conductance and IRF determination. OriginPro 2016 was used to fit a
Gaussian to the quantum conductance peak in the filtered histogram generated from STM-BJ
measurements on the bare Au(111) substrate.
5. Calculating smear parameter 𝑺𝑷 and binning
A MATLAB program was written to calculate the step distance in each current-distance STM-BJ
measurement in order to bin individual measurements into smear bins for SCRIB analysis. This
step distance, or the distance over which the molecular junction remains intact, is referred to as
our smear parameter 𝑆𝑃 . We wrote an algorithm to identify the start and end positions of steplike features and extract the resulting distance over which the step is maintained (as shown in
step 2 of Fig. 3D). After calculating 𝑆𝑃 values for each measurement, they were able to be
separated (binned) to generate new histogram signatures comprised on only spectra having
similar 𝑆𝑃 values and hence similar conformation on the surface. Binned histogram signatures for
C are shown in Fig. 1C, and those for A, G, and T are shown in Fig. S5. From these binned
histogram signatures, a clear direct correlation can be seen between 𝑆𝑃 and the variance in
conductance (or increasing FWHM), which is quantified into a smear factor 𝑆𝐹 in Fig. 1D. Due
to the different range of 𝑆𝑃 values for each nucleotide (Fig. 1E and Fig. S6), bin sizes were
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determined separately such that enough spectra for base calling analyses were contained in each
bin. A breakdown of 𝑆𝑃 distributions and bin sizes is given in Fig. S6.

Figure S5. Smear impact on conductance histogram signatures. Observing the impact of
smear on conductance signatures for (A) A, (B) G, and (C) T. As smear parameter 𝑆𝑃 increases
(increasing distance over which the molecular junction is maintained), the variance in the
signature histogram peaks also increases. Measurements can be binned according to the 𝑆𝑃 .
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Figure S6. Smear parameter 𝑺𝑷 distributions and binning. Histograms indicate distributions
of 𝑆𝑃 values from individual current-distance spectra. From these distributions, bins were set to
contain sample sizes large enough to perform base calling analyses. The 𝑆𝑃 distribution for Au
measurements that were used to extract the IRF are also shown.
6. Landauer transmission model
We developed a theoretical formalism using Landauer transmission coefficients to describe
charge conduction through the nucleotides in DNA.2,3 Schematics are provided in Fig. S7. Using
the deoxyadenosine nucleotide as an example, we generated an expression for conductance
corresponding to peak A4:
𝐺𝐴4 = 𝐺0 ∙ 𝑇𝐴4 (𝐸𝐹 )

Here, 𝑇𝐴4 is the transmission function for the junction leading to conductance peak A4:
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Since the part of this expression relating to tip and substrate anchoring, cysteamine, and the
deoxyribose sugar are identical for all nucleobases, we lumped the terms into a single
transmission, denoted 𝑇1:
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The remaining transmissions are related to the specific nucleobase structure. For A4, they are
denoted 𝑇2 and 𝑇3:
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In a similar fashion, the conductance models for A1, A2, and A3 are
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For G, C, and T, we derive
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We would like to note that all bonds were conjugated here and to simplify the model, we
assumed symmetric transmission coefficients in the two purine nucleobase rings. Only a single
transmission exists for C and T even though multiple peaks are seen in each of the histogram
signatures because the peaks arise due to multiple molecule-electrode contact geometries (or
tautomers for T), not different anchoring groups or transmission pathways through the
nucleobase. More details are provided in the following paragraph.
We verified this model with molecular junctions and transmission coefficients using
single-molecule conductance measurements of individual nucleotides in DNA. The number of
conductance peaks in the histogram for each nucleotide agrees with the proposed charge
conduction pathways in our model. The two conductance peaks seen for C nucleotides (C1 and
C2) match the observed conductance ratios (~1.21 ± 0.01) for the peaks in cysteamine and
ethanedithiol (Fig. S2A), indicating that they likely arise from junctions on the same nitrogen in
the nucleobase but different contact geometries with the gold electrodes. In support of this, we
saw negative Pearson correlation coefficients for the peaks in ethanedithiol, cysteamine, and
cytosine, indicating that each individual measurement only contributes to one of the two peaks in
the histogram. For T nucleotides, peaks T1 and T2 occur due to the same reason. The closelyspaced peaks T2 and T3 occur due to the presence of keto-enol tautomers (Fig. S7D). For A and
G nucleotide measurements, we do not see such distinct double peaks likely due to a larger
number of transmission pathways leading to overlap in conduction peaks. Furthermore, all of the
histogram peaks for G (G1, G2, G3) and A (A1, A2, A3, A4) have positive Pearson correlation
coefficients, with values increasing if the conduction happens in the same conjugated ring. To
solve for transmission coefficients, we used the different nucleotide conductance peaks from the
ensemble histograms containing spectra from all bins together (Fig. 1A). Since equations 1 & 5;
2 & 6; 3 & 7; and 8 & 9 are identical, we (as expected) observed similar conductance peaks for
the different nucleotide measurements. Considering the identical equations, we are left with 5
distinct equations with 7 variables (transmission coefficients 𝑇1, 𝑇2, 𝑇3, 𝑇4, 𝑇5, 𝑇6, and 𝑇7).
To calculate estimates for as many transmission coefficients as possible and verify our model,
we combined some transmission coefficients. Using the ratio of equations 2 and 1, we get
transmission across conjugated carbon-carbon (𝑇4, TC ,C ) = 𝐺𝐴3 /𝐺𝐴4 = 0.88, which is
consistent with literature values for conjugated resonant carbon bonds.2 Using the ratio of
equations 7 and 6, 𝑇5 = 𝑇𝑗𝑢𝑚𝑝 = (𝐺𝐺1 /𝐺𝐺2 ) ∙ 𝑇4 = 0.78 ∙ 𝑇4 = 0.69. We made a simplifying
assumption 𝑇2 ≈ 𝑇3 (also verified by numerical solution without the assumption) since 𝑇2 and
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𝑇3 ( TN



,C

and TC , N ) are symmetric, and take the ratio of equations 4 and 3 to get 𝑇2 ≈


𝑇3 = √𝐺𝐴1 /𝐺𝐴2 = 0.94. Using equation 6, 𝑇1 = (𝐺𝐺2 /𝐺0 )/(𝑇2 ∙ 𝑇3 ∙ 𝑇4) = 1.98 ∙ 10−4. While
the values of transmission coefficients within the conjugated resonant ring ( TC



,C

, TN



,C

, and

TC  , N ) should be close (0.88, 0.94, and 0.94), the value of 𝑇1 is lower mainly due to the
transmission across the two anchoring groups and product of several transmission steps across
the cysteamine molecule and the deoxyribose sugar bonds. Therefore, the number of peaks,
correlation of proposed conduction pathways, and reasonable values for transmission coefficients
compared to literature2 all support the proposed model.

Figure S7. Transmission pathways through nucleotides. (A) Adenine (A) – 4 transmissions.
(B) Guanine (G) – 3 transmissions. (C) Cytosine (C) – 1 transmission. (D) Thymine (T) – 2
transmissions (one for each keto-enol tautomer). Numbers for each pathway correspond to peaks
in the histogram signatures (Fig. 1A).
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As described in the main text, we used single STM-BJ current-distance measurements to
calculate a distribution of transmissions for varying smear parameter 𝑆𝑃 bins as a way to verify
molecular smear. The schematic detailing this process with an example shown for
deoxyadenosine is shown in Fig. S8.

Figure S8. Transmission calculations for single STM-BJ measurements. After creating a
histogram from a single current-distance measurement, we identified conductance values from
spikes greater than one count in the histogram within ±FWHM of the known signature peak
positions for A (A1, A2, A3, and A4). Then, we calculated a mean peak location weighted by the
counts for each spike, e.g., 𝐺𝐴4 = ∑ 𝐶𝐴4,𝑖 ∙ 𝐺𝐴4,𝑖 / ∑ 𝐶𝐴4,𝑖 . From the weighted mean peak
locations, we then obtained a mean transmission coefficient value (e.g., 𝑇4 = 𝐺𝐴3 /𝐺𝐴4 and
𝑇5 = (𝐺𝐴2 /𝐺𝐴3 ) ∙ 𝑇4) and also a transmission coefficient value for individual spikes (e.g.,
𝑇4𝑖 = 𝐺𝐴3,𝑖 /𝐺𝐴4 with count 𝐶𝐴3,𝑖 and 𝑇5𝑖 = (𝐺𝐴2,𝑖 /𝐺𝐴3 ) ∙ 𝑇4 with count 𝐶𝐴2,𝑖 ). The transmission
coefficient values for individual spikes for all respective deoxyadenosine nucleotide
measurements were combined to give the distributions shown in Fig. 2B.
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Further verification of the proposed transmission model is seen by adjusting pH to
attenuate molecular junction formation. As demonstrated for A and C, by reducing the pH below
the pKa (4.1 for A and 4.4 for C), the nucleobase becomes protonated.4 Without the available
lone pair electrons, the gold tip can no longer form molecular junctions. Evidence can be seen in
the reduction of peaks in the conductance histograms (Fig. S9). This supports the junction
locations noted in the transmission model above.

Figure S9. Junction verification with pH perturbation. The histogram peaks seen for (A) A
and (B) C are attenuated at pH 3 due to protonation of the nucleobase, as shown in the
schematics. This supports the proposed transmission model verifying that junctions are formed
between the gold tip and nitrogen groups within the nucleobase.
7. Base calling/molecular recognition calculations
Calculations were performed to determine the base calling/molecular recognition capabilities of
our designed algorithm (equation 5 in the main text, results in Figs. 4 and 5). The conductance
datasets for STM-BJ measurements on homologous sequences were randomly split into thirds.
For each combination of two-thirds, reference signatures were developed as described in the
main text; peak locations and their FWHM (from Gaussian fitting in OriginPro 2016), Pearson
correlation coefficients, and thresholds were determined. Values for Pearson correlation
coefficients and thresholds are shown in Fig. S10 for calculations with no SCRIB and with
SCRIB. Each of the one-third sections of STM-BJ spectra were then introduced into a MATLAB
program implementing the base calling algorithm, with the opposite two-thirds sections used as
reference signatures. By using separate testing and training datasets, the calculations benchmark
our algorithm on its ability to accurately identify signals from unknown STM-BJ measurements.
Results are shown in Fig. 4 and 5, with accuracy values calculated from 200 random
combinations of a variable number of single STM-BJ spectra for each nucleobase (800 total base
calls per x-axis value in Fig. 4). The accuracy reported for each nucleobase is the percent recall
from a confusion matrix analysis: True Positives/(True positives + False Negatives)∙100%. As
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seen in Fig. 4, accuracy increases as more spectra are used per base call, analogous to coverage
reported by other sequencing technologies. Detailed output from the base calling algorithm
(including probability values, confidence of base calling, and accuracy from the oligomer
measurements) are shown in Figs. S11-13 at 20× coverage for no SCRIB and SCRIB, and at 7×
coverage for low smear measurements only. These plots show all 800 base calls, whereas Fig.
5A-C only shows a subset of the base calls. The correct sequence of calls is given in Fig. S14.

Figure S10. Correlation coefficients and thresholds for base calling calculations. Color
coded matrices are Pearson correlation coefficients (ranging from -1 to 1, with extreme values
indicating perfectly negative and positive linear correlations, respectively). White tables are
threshold values.
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Figure S11. Detailed base calling output with 20× coverage for no SCRIB. Probability values
(obtained from the base calling algorithm), confidence of base calling, and accuracy (X indicates
incorrect calls) for the complete set of 800 base calls using 20× coverage for no SCRIB (for one
of the three repeated calculations with results in Figs. 4A and 5A).
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Figure S12. Detailed base calling output with 20× coverage for SCRIB. Probability values
(obtained from the base calling algorithm), confidence of base calling, and accuracy (X indicates
incorrect calls) for the complete set of 800 base calls using 20× coverage for SCRIB (for one of
the three repeated calculations with results in Figs. 4B and 5B).
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Figure S13. Detailed base calling output with 7× coverage for low smear. Probability values
(obtained from the base calling algorithm), confidence of base calling, and accuracy (X indicates
incorrect calls) for the complete set of 800 base calls using 7× coverage for low smear (for one of
the three repeated calculations with results in Figs. 4C and 5C).
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Figure S14. Correct sequence of base calls for SCRIB analysis. Displaying the correct
nucleobase sequence for the base calls in Figs. S11-13.
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